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Superlative 

Disclaimer: 
The information & various arti-

cles contained within this publi-

cation have not been checked for 

accuracy. All opinions expressed 

are those of the authors and do 

not reflect the opinions of the Bar 

Association, the Journal, or the 

agents thereof. 
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WHAT’S WITH THOSE CROWN LANDS ANYWAY? 
 

 For the past three years, my wife, Pat, and I have been fortunate 

enough to be the guests of our friends on their 40’ Bayliner cruising to the 

Broughton Archipelago. The Broughtons are located across the Queen Char-

lotte Strait from the northwest tip of Vancouver Island, approximately 250 

nautical miles northwest of Bellingham. As one cruises through the area, it 

appears that the Broughton’s consist entirely of a chain of islands. In reality, however, much of the 

archipelago is formed by a series of inlets extending into the mountains of the BC Upper Mainland.  

In most areas, mountains rise directly from 

the shore. Other than fish, birds, bears, 

whales, porpoises and other sea life, the 

only inhabitants are located in a few mod-

est marinas and logging or fishing camps, 

often housed on float homes. In my view, 

it is one of the most beautiful and enchant-

ing places on Earth. 

During our first trip to the Broughtons, we 

stopped at Kwatsi Bay Marina. It is per-

haps the most rustic of all the Broughton 

marinas, located on a beautiful bay next to 

a waterfall. Upon docking, we were greeted by a tall, blond, Nordic-looking woman with a beaming 

smile, who extended her hand and said, “Hi, I’m Anca. Welcome to Kwatsi Bay.”   

In many ways, Anca and her husband, 

Max, exemplify the independent, hard-working 

sort that own and operate Broughton marinas. 

They started the marina 17 years ago by towing 

a float house to the Bay and then building all 

current structures, including the docks, floating 

structures and their home that clings to the 

mountainous shore. They obtain most of their 

supplies by travelling in their small speed boat 

50 nautical miles across the Queen Charlotte 

Strait to Port McNeill.  

Like other Broughton marinas, Kwatsi Bay sponsors a happy hour at 5 pm each day. The mari-

na supplies an appetizer, and all boaters are invited to come, bringing an appetizer to share and their 

own drinks. At happy hour that evening, Anca told us about her family and the history of the Marina, 

The President’s Column 
  By Jim Britain, WCBA President 2013 
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mentioning that she and her husband were in the process of negotiating a new lease with Crown. 

Although this struck my American lawyer mind as odd, I did not pursue it at the time. 

The next day, we traveled to Sullivan Bay Marina, a small village with vacation float- homes, 

docks, a store and restaurant built entirely on floats, attached to dry land only by cables. At happy 

hour that evening, I got into a discussion with George, a physician from West Vancouver, who had 

some experience in negotiating leases of Crown Lands. Believing Canada to be an independent par-

liamentary democracy, I asked, “What Crown?”  

To which George responded, 

“Well, we’d prefer Victoria, but now 

it’s Elizabeth.”  

Puzzled, I asked, “How much 

of Canada consists of Crown 

Lands?” 

George gestured to all of the 

surrounding water and land and 

said, “Almost all of it.” 

The notion that most of the 

land comprising the nation with the 

second largest land mass on earth was owned by a foreign sovereign blew my circuits. Venturing be-

yond prudence, I asked, “Why does Canada put up with most of its land being owned and managed 

by the Queen of England?”  

George’s expression flashed annoyance and bemusement, combined with a long pause. It 

was one of those awkward moments when cultural assumptions collide.  Eventually, George 

shrugged and replied, “It’s just the way it is.” 

We pivoted to a safer topic, but I remained troubled. When I told Pat about my conversation 

with George, it became apparent that she has become corrupted by living with an American lawyer 

for 25 years. She shared my outrage about the apparent over-reach by the English Crown, spurring 

a Google research project.  

As a result, we learned that there is a Queen of Canada, who happens to be the same person 

as the Queen of England. An estate is maintained for the Queen in Canada for periodic required vis-

its in her capacity as the Queen of Canada.  

It is true that most of  the Canadian land mass is owned by the Crown. But, the Queen cannot 

sell or transfer this property, and it is administered either by the provinces or the federal government. 

Eleven percent of Canadian land is privately owned; 48% is administered as provincial Crown Lands; 

and 41% is administered as federal Crown Lands. The leasing and administration of Crown Lands 

(Continued from page 2) 

(Continued on page 4) 
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provides substantial revenue to the provinces or the Canadian federal government, as the case may 

be. 

So, George was right. It is just the way it is and not unlike other Commonwealth nations, such as 

Australia or New Zealand. At the same time, much to my relief, these lands are managed and admin-

istered for the benefit of the Canadian people.   

Other interesting facts about Canada: 

1. The inventor of basketball, Dr. James Naismith, was a Canadian. 

2. With 151,600 miles of shoreline, Canada has the longest coastline in the world. 

3. The British House of Lords served as the high court of Canada and its ultimate legal authority un-

til 1949, when appeals to the House of Lords were abolished and replaced by the Supreme Court 

of Canada. 

4. Canada operated under the principle of Parliamentary Supremacy until a Constitutional revision in 

1982 introduced the Charter of Rights and Freedom and a form of judicial review.  

5. Separated from the Northwest Territories in 1999, Nunavut is Canada’s largest (the size of West-

ern Europe) and least populated (31,906) province, as well as home to the northernmost perma-

nently inhabited place in the World, Alert.         

 

 

(Continued from page 3) 
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The Nook: Law Library News  by Virginia Tucker 

 
AALL, the American Association of Law Libraries 

 

 I’m a member of AALL, the American Association of Law Libraries, and this 

year the organization held its annual meeting in Seattle. I couldn’t attend but it reminded of what the 

profession of law librarianship stands for and the ethics, competencies, and standards it upholds. Sounds 

boring to some, I suppose, but attorneys understand better than most about having ethics and standards 

as part of their professional fundamentals. AALL regularly updates its policy statements on ethical prin-

ciples for providing service to library patrons and for managing business relationships and professional 

responsibilities. There are also standards for different kinds of law libraries—such as law firms, govern-

ment agency, and public. For this column, I wanted to share a few extracts from the ethical principles 

statement: 

 

Preamble 

 When individuals have ready access to legal information, they can participate fully in the affairs of 

their government. By collecting, organizing, preserving, and retrieving legal information, the mem-

bers of the American Association of Law Libraries enable people to make this ideal of democracy a 

reality. 

 

Legal information professionals have an obligation to satisfy the needs, to promote the interests and 

to respect the values of their clientele. Law firms, corporations, academic and governmental institu-

tions and the general public have legal information needs that are best addressed by professionals 

committed to the belief that serving these information needs is a noble calling and that fostering the 

equal participation of diverse people in library services underscores one of our basic tenets, open ac-

cess to information for all individuals. 

 

Service 

We promote open and effective access to legal and related information. Further we recognize the 

need to establish methods of preserving, maintaining and retrieving legal information in many differ-

ent forms. 

 

We uphold a duty to our clientele to develop service policies that respect confidentiality and privacy. 

 

We provide zealous service using the most appropriate resources and implementing programs con-

sistent with our institution's mission and goals. 

 

We acknowledge the limits on service imposed by our institutions and by the duty to avoid the unau-

thorized practice of law. 
  

_______________________ 

Law Librarian: Virginia Tucker, MLIS, PhD    Email: vtucker@co.whatcom.wa.us  

Phone: 360.676.6556    Website:  http://www.whatcomlawlibrary.org 

Law Library Board of Trustees: Dean Brett, Michael Kleps, Bill Knudsen, Jack Louws (ex officio), Dave McEachran (ex officio), Charles 

Snyder. 

http://www.whatcomlawlibrary.org
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Office Space Available –  Bellingham Towers -  119 N. Commercial Street – downtown!  Nancy at 

647-1916, ext. 112; Or email nancy@hollanderinvestments.com   Conference Room available for 

Rent to Tenants and Non-Tenants.  New Cardio Room & Shower available for Tenants – access 24h! 

CLASSIFIED ADS 
Free to all WCBA members & firms 

e-mail ad copy as MS Word .doc file to: 

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com 

by the 15th of the preceding month 

Questions? Call 360 527-9400 

Adoption Services Provider 
Pre & Post Placement Reports, international & domestic adoptions, step-parent & grand parent 

adoptions.  JoAnn Vesper, MSW, LICSW.  25+ years experience; Court approved/Lic.#00005239; 360-

714-9189; joann.vesper@gmail.com 

TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES: Precise, verbatim transcription from audio or video, reasonable 

rates. Former CSR, BA in English, 20+ years experience. Legal, medical, corporate, academic. Call 

Jenny Davidow, transcriber/stenographer: (360) 389-2432. 

Wanted:  Legal assistant/receptionist with a professional disposition and industrious nature for 

a busy two attorney family law office.  
 
We are looking for someone who: 

 is energetic, professional and personable, as the position will be the first and primary contact for 
many of our clients; 

 brings precision and accuracy to time sensitive litigation work;  
 will cheerfully take specific instructions from a senior paralegal, as most tasks will be paralegal-

delegated;  
 sets the tone for the whole office with strong organizational skills at the front desk.  
 

Front desk administration will include copying, scanning, answering up to 4 lines, preparing documents for 
the legal messenger, courthouse filing & service runs, running bills, and using Quickbooks, Microsoft Word 
and law office management software (Clio). Proficiency in Word required; competency in Quickbooks and 
Clio can be learned.  
 
Hours will be 8:30-12:30 daily, with the possibility of expanding to full time.  
 
The right person will work in a truly friendly environment that recognizes and rewards smart ideas, best 
practices, efficiency and an eye for detail.   
 
Please send your resume and cover letter to:  ann@vetterhansenlaw.com 

tel:%28360%29%20389-2432
mailto:ann@vetterhansenlaw.com
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Ramblings of a Small Time Country Lawyer 
 ~By Rajeev!  

 “Editing the Bar News as a Luddite Extraordinaire”
 

 Subtitle:  The one where the office server goes down. 

 

 Many1 people wonder what is the exciting career path and 

lifestyle choice of being the Whatcom County Bar Editor all about?  

Well, I’ll tell you.  It’s not all about fast cars, money and being in-

vited to cigar filled back rooms where judges and politicians bribe 

me exorbitantly to suppress the WCBJ’s intensive investigative 

journalism division.  No, most of the time, it goes something like 

this:                      My editing style. 
 On the 15th of any given month, I look to see if the Bar President, Vice-President and Secretary 

have sent me their mandatory submissions, by which the purpose of the Journal is fulfilled: as  a plat-

form for the Bar to address its members; to announce bar meetings and their exciting speakers; and to 

publish our minutes in accordance with the law.  Inevitably, one to three nasty-grams go out demand-

ing submissions.  I try to make them as nasty as possible so that the Bar Association knows who really 

runs this County.  I can’t see any drawbacks to this policy. 

 

 After doing this, I can rest my head on my desk for another week and nap nestled between emp-

ty whiskey bottles.  From time to time, however, the phone rings in the WCBJ headquarters or an e-

mail arrives from someone demanding free advertising.  I respond by sending them the rate-sheet and 

trying to upsell them on ever pricier custom advertisement packages which no one ever falls for (but 

for $5,000.00, I will put your face on every page for one month!).  Then, I field angry call from adver-

tisers who got more advertising than they paid for and don’t want to get bills from me anymore– this 

results in me having to write Olivia Burkland and apologizing for yet another billing error she has to 

sort out. 

 

 Then, I field call and e-mails from readers saying “Hey!  You know what someone should write 

an article about?   X!”  I then say: “Um, maybe you would be willing to write that article?”  The dear 

reader then hangs up on me. 

 

 Then, I actually get articles and advertisements, only 

to find they are in weird Apple formats, written in Fortran, 

or were composed with Adobe in a way that will not let it 

be extracted into the Journal.  These, I send back to the au-

thor, and beg them to use a different format and receive a 

nasty-gram back about how I should join their Apple Cult 

or how the author has been using the same program since 

1985, so why can’t I read it? 

 

 Finally, the month ends and I start having to make 

(Continued on page 8) 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=copy+and+paste&qs=n&form=QBIR&pq=copy+and+paste&sc=0-14&sp=-1&sk=
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threatening phone calls to people who promised me articles earlier in the month.  After the phone 

calls, I get a baseball bat and sit outside their homes until they finish their work.  If they do finish 

their work, I get the pleasure of utilizing 6 to 8 potential billable hours trying to assemble the varied 

formats into the scope of Microsoft Publisher.  I figure the Bar is reaping about $1,500 a month in 

services, which is quite a profit taking– you should congratulate your bar leadership on such thrift, 

but please do not ask them about the blackmail they are holding against me– if they tell everyone they 

will lose all their leverage, and you will not be distracted once a month for 15 minutes by reading 

this, forcing you to have to work instead.  Nobody wants that. 

 

 I’ve written previously about my own computer has died and our dependence on the infernal 

machine spirits, but I am currently experiencing something so much worse… our office server has 

gone on strike and is affirmatively blocking all other computers in the office from accessing the inter-

net, bouncing back incoming e-mails to their authors, killing our calendaring system, rendering our 

centralized accounting software irrelevant and, best of all, refusing to give access to our file bank.  

This, of course, only confirms and reinforces my deeply held prejudices against machines.  More so, 

however, it makes people being able to send me nasty-grams and my being able to send them very 

difficult. 

 

 It is bad enough when your personal computer dies; but you 

can always borrow or set-up another to access your files and do 

some work– but when the server dies… well, your firm is just 

floating dead in the water… and you find yourself calling attor-

neys who started their careers in the pre-electronic era and asking 

how to set up a paper-based central calendaring system for a law 

firm, and drafting pleadings by way of re-transcription from paper 

files.  Making the Bar Journal this way is even worse. 

 

 I was just sitting down to write about a visit I took to the Court of Appeals  and my observa-

tions of the three judges on the panel hearing cases that day: J. Angry, J. Bored and J. Condescend-

ing.2  I thought it would make a funny story about watching these fellows eviscerate attorney after at-

torney… but as my server crashed in the middle of trying to put together the Bar Journal; I decided to 

instead angrily Rage Against the Machine, as it were.  I wrote a ten page rant for my musings about 

the evils of the internal combustion engine and the infernal electronic demons in the computer… but 

in a strange and rare moment, I actually decided to read-over what I wrote before publishing it… 

frightening stuff, some kind of diabolical Luddite Manifesto focused on bring down civilization, and 

in particular the Bar Journal… I deleted it immediately and hope that the NSA (or the Whatcom Bar’s 

analogous agency, The WCB Committee for Safety, Order and E-Discovery3) won’t recover it.  ~R! 

 
Endnotes 
1—  Some? 

2—  No apologies for that comment; I do not understand why they cannot be as polite as our Whatcom judiciary.  

3—  Unexpectedly and unassuming, I think that this might be run by Michael Kleps, who must be much more nefarious than he ap-

pears.  

(Continued from page 7) 
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ACROSS THE LINE: BORDER & IMMIGRATION UPDATE 
By Scott Railton                             Cascadia Cross-Border Law                srailton@americanlaw.com 

1305 11th Street, Suite 301       Bellingham, WA 98225      Tel: (360) 671-5945       www.cascadiaimmigrationlaw.com 

—————————————————————————————- 

New RPC 4.4 Comment on Raising Immigration Status Question in Litigation 

 

As an immigration attorney, every so often—say two or three times a year—I get asked some type of 

the question about how to handle the matter of someone’s immigration status, or lack thereof, in 

court proceedings.  Often times, opposing counsel does not know the status of a person, but suspects 

a person or witness does not have status.  Around here, the situation can frequently involve a Canadi-

an overstay or a Mexican undocumented person.   

 

Today I wish to report that the Washington State Supreme Court just adopted a new comment to RPC 

4.4, which concerns “Respects for Rights of Third Persons,” which involves immigration status.  The 

new comment will take effect September 1st, 2013. 

 

RPC 4.4 states: 

Respect for Rights of Third Persons 

 

  (a) In representing a client, a lawyer shall not use means that have no substantial pur-

pose other than to embarrass, delay, or burden a third person, or use methods of obtain-

ing evidence that violate the legal rights of such a person. 

 

  (b) A lawyer who receives a document relating to the representation of the lawyer's cli-

ent and knows or reasonably should know that the document was inadvertently sent 

shall promptly notify the sender. 

 

The new immigration comment [4] to RPC 4.4 states: 

 

[4] The duty imposed by paragraph (a) of this Rule includes a lawyer's assertion 

or inquiry about a third person's immigration status when the lawyer's purpose is to 

intimidate, coerce, or obstruct that person from participating in a civil matter. Issues 

involving immigration status carry a significant danger of interfering with the proper 

functioning of the justice system. See Salas v. Hi-Tech Erectors, 168 Wn.2d 664,230 

P.3d 583 (2010).  When a lawyer is representing a client in a civil matter, a lawyer's 

communication to a party or a witness that the lawyer will report that person to im-

migration authorities, or a lawyer's report of that person to immigration authorities, 

furthers no substantial purpose of the civil adjudicative system if the lawyer's pur-

pose is to intimidate, coerce, or obstruct that person.  A communication in violation 

of this Rule can also occur by an implied assertion that is the equivalent of an express 

assertion prohibited by paragraph (a). See also Rules 8.4(b) (prohibiting criminal acts 

that reflect adversely on a lawyer's honesty, trustworthiness,  or fitness as a lawyer in 

mailto:srailton@americanlaw.com
http://www.cascadiaimmigrationlaw.com
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other  respects), 8.4(d) (prohibiting conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice), 

and 8.4(h) (prohibiting conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice to-

ward judges, other parties and/or their counsel, witnesses and/or their counsel, jurors, 

or court personnel or officers, that a reasonable person would interpret as manifesting 

prejudice or bias on the basis of sex, race, age, creed, religion, color, national origin, 

disability, sexual orientation, or marital status). 

 

Salsa v. Hi Tech Erectors, the case referenced in the new comment, involved litigation between 

Alex Salas and a contractor at a construction site.  Mr. Salas sued the contractor for negligence.  At tri-

al, the Contractor moved to allow evidence of Mr. Salas’s status, and this was permitted by the Court.  

The jury found negligence in the case, but ruled against Mr. Salas.  The matter found its way to the Su-

preme Court, which ruled 7-2 in favor of Mr. Salas’ objection.  Several notable immigrant rights groups 

joined in an amicus brief on the case. 
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Legal History Corner:   Kashmir, what’s up with that?  
As gleaned by Rajeev 

 
 Kashmir. 

 

 Earthquakes.  Riots.  Guerilla Insurgency.  

Execution style killings.  High-altitude war on 

glacier-tops between the India and Pakistan.  

These are the things that often cross the mind 

when Kashmir scrolls along the bottom of the 

CNN ticker. 

 

 That is all that most of us as Americans 

have to associate with “Kashmir,” but this contem-

porary period of darkness is the result of a com-

plex history and law, and on the heels of an era in 

which Kashmir was renowned for its beauty and 

tranquility.  Filled with orchards of sweet golden 

apples, fields of saffron, and “floating” palaces on 

tranquil mountain lakes, Kashmir was long the 

destination of those seeking tranquility both in co-

lonial times, and in recent modernity. 

 

 To understand why Kashmir is racked by 

terrorism and a militarized boundary running down the middle of it, one must understand what Kashmir really is.  

Kashmir is not Kashmir at all.  The term actually encompasses three traditional Kingdoms, that of Jammu, Ladakh, 

and…. you guessed it, Kashmir.  Speaking in the contemporary, it also covers territory held by the Islamic Repub-

lic of Pakistan, the Indian Union, and the People’s Republic of China.  To make things more complicated, the por-

tion of Kashmir held by Pakistan is actually a fourth historical kingdom known as Gilgit (centered on the city with 

the same name), and was only relatively recently (in the late 1800s) incorporated into the Kashmir region.1  

 

 The site of Jammu’s primary city of the same name has served as a human settlement since Harappan times 

and is mentioned in the ancient epic poem Mahabharata; indeed, the roots of the modern “Kashmir” state were 

rooted in a Jammu-centered bureaucracy founded in the fourteenth century.  Jammu lies in the southernmost part 

of the Kashmir region, just north of the Punjab.2  The rise of the Sikh Empire to the south in the early 1800s saw 

Jammu become a vassal state, and the region known as Kashmir (formerly controlled by Afghans) fall under Sikh 

rule.  This was subsequently followed by the dissolution of the Sikh Empire at the hands of the British.  The Maha-

raja of Jammu, however, bought Kashmir from 

the British in the aftermath, and the rights to 

Ladakh in 1846. 

 

 Did I say Ladakh?  Hold on, it gets a bit 

more complicated. 

 
 Ladakh compromises the north-east, and 

largest portion of the region.  It is over 50% of 

the land area and its people are related to the Ti-

betans in language, ethnicity, and culture; in fact, 

it is also known as “Little Tibet.”  Ladakh be-

came affiliated with Kashmir when in the 17th 
(Continued on page 14) 



century “Greater” Tibet invaded, and Kashmir rescued them for a price: vassalization.  While Ladakh was dominated by 

Vadjayana Buddhism, Jammu was dominated by Hinduism, and Kashmir by Sufi and Shiite Islam (though history has 

seen a some demographic shifts in the makeup of its Moslem population).  Kashmir’s ethnic and religious demographics 

vary wildly from region to region, with steep mountains and historical political divisions, carving distinct identities.  

Kashmiris, Dogras, Ladakhis, Rajputs, Baltis, Paharis, Sheenas, Gujjars and Bakarwalas all have their home lands in 

Kashmir; and Hindus of varying stripes, Sikhs, Vadjayana Buddhists, Shias, Sunnis and Sufi all have their own regions 

of dominance.   

  

 Okay, it’s pretty complicated at 

this point.  We have 4 different kingdoms 

busy annexing, vassalizing, acquiring oc-

cupation licenses and purchasing each oth-

er in a manner that only property profes-

sors dream up for final exams.  Still it gets 

a bit more complicated. 

 
 I’ll fast forward a bit.  1946.  The 

dual-monarchy of “Jammu and Kashmir” 

as it is now called (including Ladakh and 

Gilgit) is at its height of glory.  I have to 

pause for a moment, because I have to 

mention that Jammu and Kashmir, while 

associated with the British Raj, was not 

under British rule.  It was a princely state, 

and while much of the subcontinent was 

agitating for independence, Kashmir sat 

relatively serenely, experiencing an era of 

peace and economic prosperity.  That is 

not to say there were not Kashmiris operating in the British Raj agitating for the removal of colonial presence from the 

Subcontinent; Kashmir’s most famous expatriate son and lawyer, Jawaharlal Nehru, was leading the independence 

movement in the British Raj to victory, and later strode the world stage at the head of the non-aligned movement. 

 

 A whole bunch of other complicated stuff happens in the rest of the subcontinent, and the result, as history 

knows it, was the partition of the British Raj and the birth of both India and Pakistan in August of 1947.  The princely 

states, losing their affiliation with the British were urged to declare for one nation or the other.  Most declared, a few 

tried to hold out.  Some were invaded or experienced virtual coups as their 

populace demanded integration with the larger nations. 

 

 The Kingdom of Jammu and Kashmir on the other hand was ruled 

by a Hindu Maharaja over a predominantly Muslim populace, who felt 

Kashmir should remain independent, despite political pressure from both of 

the new nations that bordered it.  No one knew if it would eventually de-

clare for one side or the other, and it will remain a question lost to the ages.  

In October of 1947, Pathan tribesmen mixed with military irregulars from 

Pakistani army units invaded due to a rumor that the Maharaja would join 

the Indian Union. 

 

 As a consequence of Kashmir’s relationship with the British, it had no defense forces aside from ceremonial and 

border policing units.  Resultantly, the conquest was an easy one… or it would have been, except for an interesting 

quirk in history.  Due to the invasion, the Maharaja asked the Indian Union for military support and to repel the in-

(Continued from page 13) 

(Continued on page 15) 
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vaders.  At this time, only three months after independence, India was still in transition and had a British Governor-

General, Lord Mountbatten, who had been urging Jammu and Kashmir to join the Indian Union.  He specified that 

Kashmir would only receive help if they joined the Union.  The Maharaja consented, and Indian troops were airlifted to 

Kashmir. 

 

 Now the quirk in history:  The tribal forces and Pakistani military 

irregulars were in sight of the largest city, Srinagar, when... they stopped.  

Stopped completely.  The reason for their stopping is still debated to this 

day, but this bought the Indian Army time to airlift increasing numbers of 

forces.  The invading force had likely stopped because a good portion of 

them dispersed to loot among the land they had occupied, and this gave 

time for an Indian Army units to assemble and beaten back the remaining 

cohesive forces.  Fighting continued, and by spring, regular Pakistani Ar-

my units crossed the border and engaged, but were increasingly pushed        Fighting on the World’s Highest Battlefield 

back until a UN brokered ceasefire was established.      

 

 The ceasefire line established in 1948, became what is known today as the “Line of Control” (LoC) and sepa-

rates the Indian state of “Jammu and Kashmir” from the Pakistani state of “Azad Kashmir,” which actually only stands 

on the former Kingdom of Gilgit and not Kashmir proper.  Both states claim to be the legitimate government of the en-

tire Kashmir region (though Ladakh has been agitating for separation as a separate state in the Indian Union).  Hold 

on, this has consequences, and war is not quite over yet.  Pakistan and “Azad Kashmir” gifted to China a portion of 

Ladakh which India controlled, and in 1961, war between India and China 

saw China occupy that portion de facto.  Also, India and Pakistan have had the 

opportunity to fight a couple of wars in between then and now, but the UN’s 

LoC has not changed its position. 

 

 And that is part of the historical basis as to why Kashmir is the way it 

is today, albeit a simplified explanation.  Today, Kashmir is a dangerous 

place, which since 1989 when guerrillas started a campaign of violence, has 

seen an exodus of minorities, an economic crash, and the utter destruction of 

what had been, for the previous 150 years, the Subcontinent’s prime tourist 

destination.  These guerillas are not unified and represent a variety of interests such as the implementation of Sharia law, 

reunification of the divided Kashmir, or the independence of all of Kashmir from either state.  Civilians are targeted and 

robbed without apology and fighting between guerilla fac-

tions is rampant. 

 

 It was difficult to be optimistic at the turn of the 

century, but the last ten years have shown marked im-

provement in cross-border dialogue, increased state auton-

omy, guerillas giving up arms for amnesty, and conditions 

have improved to the point where the economy is growing 

consistently.  Now is a critical time, when people with 

extensive legal and mediation training have the opportuni-

ty to work with regional, national and trans-national bod-

ies, as well as NGOs to transform Kashmir back into the 

land of wealth, and tranquility. 

 
Endnotes 
1—   Currently, however, two additional minor statelets, Hunza and Nagar, have been combined with portions of Pakistan occupied Ladakh 

known as Baltistan, and administratively merged with Gilgit. 

2—   “Land of Five Rivers,” and where the Sikh faith was founded, and the source of much of Whatcom County’s robust Panjabi population. 

(Continued from page 14) 
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Lost your Work Product? 
 

Found:  a large binder labeled “Marine World” left in the Whatcom 

County Law Library appearing to contain confidential client infor-

mation. 
 

Is it yours? 
 

Contact:  

 

Virginia Tucker, Law Librarian 

Whatcom County Law Library 

311 Grand Avenue, Suite B-3 

Bellingham, WA 98225-4038 

tel: 360.676.6556 | fax: 360.676.7727 

web: http://www.whatcomlawlibrary.org 

Library open Tues-Fri 11:30am-4:30pm; Closed Monday 
 

http://www.whatcomlawlibrary.org/
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Legal Transcription Service 

Express Legal Transcription, L.L.C. 

Fast * Accurate * Reliable 

Serving Whatcom County’s legal community since 2004. 

 
Let us transcribe your documents.  24 hour turn-around, $5.50 per page.  Pick-

up and delivery service in Bellingham.  Receive your drafts on disk or by email for 

easy changes!  Doctor letters, pleadings, demand packages, telephone interviews, 

GAL reports . . . you name it!  Resume and references available upon request. 

We can accept tapes, MP3, WAV, WMA, DSS and Dragon files. 

Express Legal Transcription, 

L.L.C. 

Sue Fox-Golombek  

Phone: (360) 734-7920 

             (360) 739-6707 

Fax:      (360) 734-7920 

express@openaccess.org 
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Advertise in  
the Newsletter 

RESORT TO CHEAP SELF-PROMOTION! 

Admit it.  You read the ads in the Newsletter to see what’s 

going on.  So does everyone else.  If you have a service to 

offer to your colleagues in the local legal community — or 

if you just want to show off — you won’t find a cheaper, 

easier way to do it. 

1/2 

1/4 

1/8 

1/8-page . . . $35/mo. 
2.46”H x 3.86”W 

1/4-page . . . $50/mo. 
5.00”H x 3.86” W 

1/2-page . . . $75/mo. 
5.00” H x 7.90” W 

full page . . . $100/mo. 
10.00” H x 7.90” W 

 

And it’s easy to place your ad 
E-mail your ad as an MS Word .doc, MS Publisher .pub, .JPG, 

.GIF or .pdf file to: 

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com 

We’ll get it in the next issue and bill you.  Pre-size the ad if you 

know how.  Otherwise, tell us the size you want.  Questions?  E-

mail Editor Rajeev at the above e-mail address, or call  (360) 

332-7000 . 

 


